
Revolutionary Surface 
Preparation & Coating 

for Infrastructure
Steel & Concrete

-Surface preparation (sweep blasting)

-Application of the special epoxy primer,  
  for sealing the substrate and enhancing adhesion

-Flame spraying IBIX thermoplastic coating powder, 
  specially formulated for coating concrete surfaces

-No curing, no drying:  
  coated surfaces will be immediately ready  
  for service

COATING CYCLE

NSF-61 PP10 - PP20 PE 

Authorized Supplier:

Industrial Grade Powder Coatings Available

Innovations for Steel  
& Concrete Protection

CERTIFIED NSF-61...  
Field Applied, Drinking 
Water Approved 
Polymer Coating

RAL 5017 RAL 7046 RAL 6005

727.322.4611
www.IBIXUSA.com

sales@IBIXUSA.com
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Green Abrasives
The IBIX North America business philosophy is dedicated to saving the environment for the 

next generation. All of our abrasive media are 100% safe and non-toxic to the operator and 

environment and are regulatory compliant. Our units are made to be used with or without  water. 

Micro-abrasive blasting with water reduces dust considerably. We offer environmentally friendly 

abrasive materials for use with our units: Soda, Calcium, Walnut Shells, Glass Beads & Garnet.

Cost Effective and Safe
Choosing a natural media instead of traditional chemicals creates a less toxic, less dusty 

environment. It’s safer for the operator and the environment, while producing the best possible 

surface finish. Our units allow for wide variety of choices, even extremely fine 200-350 Mesh.

Authorized Supplier of

Cleaning and Coating Removal Systems

®



SPARTACUS

Spartacus Special Features

Venturi Block
Allows user to see and easily 

adjust powder and air flow volume

Controls
Located on the outside 
for easy accessibility

Quick Click Attachment
For gas hose and gun attachments

Large wheels for easy field movement

Screen
Screen filter for 
 medium purity

Dimensions
Height:  27.56 in (700 mm) 
Length:  25.59 in (750 mm) 
Width:  21.34 in (1050 mm)

Spartacus Wide Variety  
of Application Guns

Available 
with Handle or

Patent 
Pending

NEW CENTURION

No Handle
Two-Hand Operation

A HYBRID is born...
Introducing the most advanced gun for Spartacus, capable of covering an area 
450 - 650  sq.ft. / per hour. The Centurion provides the best performance of 
any flame coating system in the Industry. This technology provides a wider, 
knife like spray pattern, increasing coverage area with enhanced blending. 
CENTURION flame spray coater was specifically designed to produce a  
polymeric coating using our IBIX thermal plastic powder. The finishes are  
easily applied with our proven installation methods, providing a smooth and 
durable astoundingly beautiful finish, that will last for many years. 

Revolutionary Flame Spray Coating Technology
The Spartacus is a lightweight, portable, versatile one man operation. Ideal for 
all types of infrastructure coating usage. IBIX system is particularly suited 
for structural steel and concrete. Coatings applied with Spartacus provide a 
smooth flexible coating that is resistant to chemicals, salt, chipping, cracking, 
scratching and harsh environments. UV stable for outdoor applications, cures 
in seconds and is extremely durable. Our coatings are exceptionally beneficial 
for substrates that are susceptible to acid, sulfates, corrosion and chemicals. 

Virtually Eliminates Traditional Plaster or Paint Coatings

Unlike traditional coatings such as paint, our coatings are repairable. IBIX flame 
spray coating powder is a thermal Plastic Coating applied pneumatically. The raw 
materials, in a dry powder form is propelled through a gun-type applicator and 
heated onto the surface. Material dries almost instantaneously and is more durable 
than any traditional coating materials. IBIX Polymer and Epoxy’s are engineered 
to work in conjunction with Spartacus flame coater, creating the most durable 
coatings imaginable even in the most aggressive, challenging locations.

IBIX 25 H2O

IBIX 40 H2O

IBIX 3 H2O With Backpack
Perfect for working on a ladder 

or in small hard to reach spaces. 

Introducing the New Turbo Hi-Pro 60 
High Performance Wet or Dry Blast System with 

High Performance Valve for Heavy Duty Work

IBIX 9 H2O

We are committed to 
protecting the environment 

for the next generation

1 Year Manufacturers Warranty
on All IBIX Equipment

Hi-Pro 60

New Larger Funnel Available

Turbo charged Valve for Dual 
Medial Flow. Better Flow, 

Faster Performance.
Patent Pending

All IBIX systems come with a variety of attachments to fit virtually  
any job requirements. One of our most popular is the Extended 
Lance for reaching overhead and tight spaces. We offer a complete 
selection of nozzles for various blast patterns as well as a Vacuum 
shroud for indoor blasting.

We also offer the IB-VRK220-USA Compressor which includes the 

only patented Hydro-SEP a centrifugal moisture separator. Taking 
the humidity out of the air flow naturally improves the performance of 
your abrasive and provides a smooth, consistent air flow. The 70 cfm 
dry air production system, with multi-port hose connections, is very 
quiet for urban cleaning (72db). The perfect match for all IBIX units.

Revolutionary Technology...Maximum Versatility

Lightweight Aluminum Blast System for 
Heavy Duty Infrastructure Environments
IBIX® units are the premier blast system for infrastructure, 
structural steel and concrete projects. Our system can take handle 
all of your surface preparation needs for roads, bridges, airports, 
ports, parking facilities, power plants, waste treatment plants and 
buildings of all kinds. Units are availabe to fit any size project 
or location. They can handle the removal of unwanted corrosion, 
old surface coating or contamintation necessary to prepare any 
surface for our coating application. IBIX units are powerful enough 
to remove virtually any debris from your surface without damaging 
the original surface.

IBIX units are small and light 
enough for man lift operations.  
Ideal for bridge repairs, road  

signs and much more.
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